Distinctive hotels, distinctive experiences

Spanning almost six counties, with some of the best local attractions on our doorstep and close to London and international gateways, Elite Hotels are perfectly placed for those who really want to explore… Stay with us for your next short break and discover what the South East has to offer.

Ashdown Park Hotel and Country Club sits proudly within 186 acres of the Ashdown Forest, home of Pooh Bear. Boasting 106 bedrooms and suites, gourmet restaurant and elegant lounges it is the perfect place to relax and unwind. The extensive leisure facilities include pool, spa treatment rooms and indoor and outdoor tennis courts, spa treatment rooms and gymnasium, outdoor tennis courts, spa treatment rooms and pool, or having afternoon tea by the fire you are left with the feeling that The Grand was built for your exclusive use!

Luton Hoo Hotel, Golf & Spa

Luton Hoo Hotel, Golf & Spa is the quintessential English country house hotel. Befitting a location of such historical importance, a stay at the hotel will live long in the memory. It boasts 229 unique bedrooms and suites, award winning cuisine, luxury spa with its own organic products, spa baths. Indoor and outdoor pools, gymnasium and health spa complete the indulgent experience.

Tyne Hall Hotel

Tyne Hall is found sitting romantically in 68 acres of rolling Hampshire countryside. The patiala lounges and gourmet restaurant enjoy views of the tree lined vista, lake and formal gardens. Luxury and style greet you throughout the hotel and in the 112 bedrooms and suites, some of which contain four poster beds and spa baths. Indoor and outdoor pools, gymnasium and health spa complete the indulgent experience.

The Grand Hotel

The grandeur of The Grand Hotel, Eastbourne is typified by the breathtaking great hall, 150 bedrooms and suites and two award winning restaurants. A favourite with families and couples the quality and service found at every turn means that whether you are taking a dip in the outside pool, or having afternoon tea by the fire you are left with the feeling that The Grand was built for your exclusive use!

Beautiful Bedfordshire

Sitting in patisal grounds, Luton Hoo is a destination in its own right with the added benefit of having London, two zoos, fantastic walks and many historical attractions within 30 miles of the front door.

A cultural gateway

Ashdown Park Hotel is the perfect gateway for the cultural delights of Sussex and Kent, including the Bluebell Railway, Glyndebourne Opera House and a number of National Trust properties such as Bateman’s, Wakehurst Place and Sheffield Park Gardens.

Antiques and gardens

Tylney Hall, on the Hampshire and Berkshire border, is ideally placed to explore the many antique shops of Hartley Whitney, historic houses such as Jane Austen’s House and The Vyne, as well as wildlife parks, castles and museums.

Did you know

There are over 1,000 for walking the Ashdown Forest (and the hotel).

Did you know

Before it became a hotel, Luton Hoo held the largest privately owned collection of Faberge eggs.

Did you know

Tyne Hall’s Water Gardens are home to a family of ducks that are often seen waddling around the grounds.

Did you know

The Grand Hotel is the only Easter themed hotel in England.

Coast and country

The Grand Hotel is a true gateway to the coast and countryside with theatres, galleries and a bustling harbour in town and the beautiful South Downs National Park and Beachy Head just 5 minutes away.